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The catalytic role of hydrophobic co-solutes on DNA strand
exchange is demonstrated by FRET kinetics. Two
mechanisms contribute: base stacking destabilisation and
nucleation-promoted DNA strand invasion. We propose that
hydrophobic catalysis is involved in the strand-exchange
activity of recombination enzymes.
DNA strand exchange, catalysed in vivo by gene recombination
enzymes such as RecA and Rad51, is fundamental to homologous
recombination and DNA repair. The detailed mechanisms of these
enzymes are still poorly understood but, based on the structures of
assembled protein-DNA complexes, stretching and destabilization of
the DNA helix by close protein-DNA contacts facilitating search for
homology and reject of mismatches are considered essential1. A
recent discovery, that GC-rich DNA upon stretching undergoes a
change into a stable elongated conformation, has added a new twist
to the understanding of the strand exchange mechanism. It was
proposed that the elongated conformation undergoes
disproportionation into stacked base-pairs surrounded by larger gaps,
like the heterogeneous structure found in complex with RecA, with
triplets of stacked bases.2 In addition, strand exchange is central to
various biotechnical and nanotechnical applications, including the
use of oligonucleotides to fuel DNA motors as well as in situ
formation of self-assembled DNA nanotechnology.3 Therefore, it is
highly interesting to develop artificial DNA strand exchange model
systems with catalytic ability, both in order to better understand the
underlying mechanisms of biological enzymes as well as to facilitate
the development of DNA-based nanotechnical devices.
We here demonstrate that DNA strand exchange in vitro can be
catalysed by the presence of two hydrophobic and structurally
related compounds, 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME) and polyethylene
glycol (PEG), but not by the more hydrophilic dextran or Ficoll. We
shall denote this effect ‘hydrophobic catalysis’, as we can argue that
the catalytic activity is caused mainly by hydrophobic close contact
between the DNA and co-solute molecules.
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We have earlier speculated that strand exchange between
oligonucleotides in presence of PEG-6000 (average molecular
weight 6000) may be accelerated by either of two possible
mechanisms: hydrophobic interactions or volume exclusion.4 As to
the first putative effect, close PEG-DNA contacts may decrease
water activity around DNA, thereby weakening the strength of
nucleobase stacking. Consequently DNA breathing will be promoted
which could provide nucleation sites for single strand invasion. The
alternative possibility relates to the reduced effective reaction
volume caused by the high molecular weight of PEG-6000. The
volume excluded by PEG-6000 is much larger than the size of the
PEG polymer itself5, so the effective concentration of available
single strands surrounding each unreacted DNA duplex is higher
than the bulk concentration, which could accelerate strand exchange.
A FRET (fluorescence resonance energy transfer) assay is here used
to monitor strand exchange, one strand of a 20-mer DNA duplex
(Sequences in Fig S1, ESI) is labelled with FAM
(carboxyfluorescein) at the 5’ end and the other strand with TAMRA
(carboxytetramethylrhodamine) at the 3’ end. An unlabelled strand
(sequence identical to the TAMRA-strand) is added five times in
excess. Upon strand exchange, the unlabelled strand displaces the
TAMRA strand, which dissociates the quenched FRET pair (see ESI
for experimental details). The same assay has been used in several
earlier DNA strand exchange studies.4, 6
The effects of hydrophobic interactions and volume exclusion have
previously not been separated from each other as both increase with
the molecular crowding of PEG polymers. We here varied the
molecular weight of PEG, also including 1,2-dimethoxyethane
(DME) to represent a PEG “monomer”. DME can be regarded to
have a negligible volume of exclusion, but due to its structural
similarity to PEG it should provide a similar kind of hydrophobic
environment. The influence of PEG-6000 and DME as co-solutes on
strand exchange kinetics is shown in Figure 1.
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Figu
ure 1. Representattive kinetic traces of fluorescence intensity normalizeed with
resp
pect to DNA stran
nd exchange yieldss, in 50 % PEG‐6000 (solid lines) annd 25 %
DME (dashed lines) compared to in
n buffer only (do
otted line). Aste risk (*)
was added to inccrease melting te
emperature (Tm) o
of DNA
indicates that salt w
Without extra salt DME and PEG ha
ave very similar ccatalytic
(discussed below). W
d by a Tm increase
e.
activity, but DME is sttrongly suppressed

c be seen from
m the kinetic traaces in Figure 1 that 25 % (w/w
w)
It can
DM
ME added to bufffer catalyses DNA
D
strand exchange to becom
me
slig
ghtly faster com
mpared to 50 % (w/w) PEG-6000, both reactioon
ratees being much ffaster than in buuffer alone. In view
v
of the smaall size
of DME
D
molecules we can immediately conclud
de that (at least with
DM
ME) volume excclusion effects cannot
c
explain the increased D
DNA
straand exchange raate. Also, on a per
p molecular weight
w
basis, DM
ME is
rou
ughly twice as eeffective compaared to PEG-600
00. We think thhis is
refllecting a larger relative contact area of DME with DNA com
mpared
to the
t bulkier PEG
G polymer chainns, which canno
ot make close c ontact
witth the hydrophoobic interior of DNA
D
due to steerical hindrancee from
the backbone.
To obtain the strannd exchange ratte constant k, th
he pseudo first oorder
uation I = I∞ − eexp(−kt) was fittted to the fluorrescence intensiity I of
equ
the FRET assay acccording to prevvious standardss6. In Figure 2, rresults
D
and PEG polymers of diffferent
for strand exchangge catalysis in DME
v
It can bee concluded thatt for
lengths are shownn in terms of k values.
ME and all lengtths of PEG inveestigated, the sttrand exchange
DM
reaction rate increases sharply wiith co-solute concentration, onnce a
threeshold concentrration is exceedded. The clear trrend that this
threeshold increasees with PEG moolecular weight supports our
hyp
pothesis that lonnger PEG chainns cannot make effective contaacts
witth the interior of DNA.
Tab
ble 1. Salt concenntrations required to increase melting temperate of D
DNA,
for each co-solute, too be equal to that in pure buffer with 50 mM Na+.
Solution

Tm

Buffer
25 % DME
30 % PEG-200
45 % PEG-1000
50 % PEG-6000

50 °C
41 °C
40 °C
41 °C
42 °C

+

Adjusted Na
on
concentratio
325 mM
400 mM
250 mM
250 mM

Tm afteer
adjustm
ment
50 °C
C
50 °C
C
50 °C
C
50 °C
C

As expected, while reduced water activity destab
bilizes nucleobaase
staccking, the preseence of hydrophhobic co-solutes also decreasess Tm
of DNA.
D
To rule oout that the fluoorescence intenssity increase is
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Figure 2. Strand exchang
ge rate constants for DME and PEG of different molecular
weightts ([Na+] = 50 mM). The rate constaants increase sharply with increasing co‐
solute concentration bu
ut follows a similaar curve profile fo
or all co‐solutes. Error
ndicate ± two standard deviations.
bars in

The difference
d
betweeen long PEG aand short PEG/D
DME upon saltt
additiion (asterisks in
n Fig 1, Fig 3) ppoints to two seeparate catalyticc
mech
hanisms. Fast ex
xchange rates arre obtained in th
he presence of
25% DME
D
or alternaatively 30% PE
EG-200, while Tm is 10 °C low
wer
than in
i pure buffer. However,
H
mostt of this acceleraating effect is loost
upon a Tm increase to the melting teemperature in pure
p buffer. Cleearly
nism of DME annd short PEG mostly
m
depends on
the caatalytic mechan
DNA
A destabilization
n in a hydrophobbic environmen
nt, and is consisstent
with that
t decreasing the energy advvantage of nucleeobase stackingg is
follow
wed by duplex breathing
b
and sstrand invasion. At least for DM
ME,
the efffect of volume exclusion can bbe ruled out. Th
he additional Na
N +
ions counteract
c
the first
f proposed m
mechanism since ionic shieldinng of
the ph
hosphate backbones will decreease inter-strand
d electrostatic
repulsion, therefore stabilizing the ppre-exchange DNA
D
duplex.
ymers also desttabilize DNA due to their
The longer PEG poly
hydro
ophobic nature, and therefore ssome of their caatalytic activityy is
supprressed by a Tm increase.
i
Howeever it is evident, especially forr
PEG--6000, that theree is a second tyype of hydropho
obic catalysis
which
h does not depeend on DNA desstabilization. Trivially, this coould
be a volume
v
exclusio
on effect, not prresent for shortter PEG molecuules.
Howeever, non-hydro
ophobic macroppolymers, such as dextran and
Ficolll, do not exhibit any strand excchange catalysiing effect. In the
ESI (F
Figure S2), straand exchange ki
kinetic traces forr 50 % dextran and
50 % Ficoll are preseented at the sam
me experimentaal settings as wiith
hat neither rate nnor yield of excchange exceedss
PEG, and we note th

This
T journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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simplly caused by thee duplexes meltting, and to furtther and more
firmly
y differentiate between
b
the effe
fects of long and
d short PEG
chain
ns, we increased
d the sodium chhloride concentrration for each of
o
the hiighest co-solutee concentrationss in Figure 2. Addition
A
of salt
increaases the electrostatic stabilizatition and conseq
quently raises Tm in
presence of each co--solute to equal the melting tem
mperature of DN
NA
alonee in buffer (see Table
T
1, and Figgure S3 in ESI)). After Tm
match
hing, the strand exchange catallysing effect off DME is stronggly
supprressed, while longer PEG polym
ymers were grad
dually less affeccted
(Figu
ure 3 and dashed
d lines in Figuree 1). To verify that B-DNA
confo
ormation is presserved at 37 °C in the presencee of hydrophobiic
co-so
olutes for the fiv
ve samples withhout additional salt in Figure 3,
CD sp
pectra were measured (Figure S4, ESI).
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planation for thee salt-insensitivvity of longer PE
EG polymers.
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shorteer PEG chains tend
t
to destabililize the DNA du
uplex by
decreeasing the waterr activity while longer PEG ch
hains might alsoo
topolo
ogically stabilizze openings oncce breathing haas occurred, andd in
this way
w promote strrand invasion.
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Figu
ure 3. Effect of saalt on rate consta
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Thee behaviour shoown in Figure 3 can be explain
ned when
con
nsidering, as disscussed above, that longer PEG
G chains cannott
mak
ke optimal PEG
G-DNA (groovee) contacts due to its large
hyd
drodynamic raddius. A potential explanation iss that PEG-60000 can
still make hydrophhobic contact with
w DNA basess once strand
sep
paration has occcurred and in thhis way thermod
dynamically staabilize
the single strand aand counteract recombination.
r
This effect wouuld
pro
olong the windoow of opportuniity for a third sttrand to invade and,
con
nsequentially, ppromote strand exchange.
e
Moree importantly, ssince
thiss kind of single strand stabilizaation does not depend
d
on the ppreexcchange DNA duuplex stability, it
i is essentially salt insensitivee and,
therrefore, this mecchanism is com
mpatible with thee results presennted in
Fig
gure 3.
Earrlier model systtems of DNA sttrand exchange have relied on
incrreasing the effeective DNA conncentration usin
ng heavily chargged
catiionic polymers66b, 7, liposomes8 and polypeptid
des9. However,,
con
ncentrated catioonic charges tennd to distort DN
NA and do not trruly
refllect the crowded and hydrophoobic environmeent inside a DNA
Apro
otein complex suuch as the assem
mbled RecA fillament.
i
on a num
mber of aspectss of
Hydrophobic catallysis can have impact
DN
NA interaction m
mechanisms. Geenerally the theermodynamics oof
nuccleic acids can bbe regarded as based
b
on mainly
y four componeents:
elecctrostatic attracctions and repullsions, dispersiv
ve attractions annd
hyd
drophobic effeccts. While the fiirst ones are rath
her easy to asseess
quaantitatively bothh experimentallly and theoretically, the role off
hyd
drophobicity is harder to accurrately determinee. Specifically, this is
truee for the hydropphobic influencce in transition states,
s
includingg
those of gene recoombination. In addition
a
to the here
h presented
evidence for the siignificance of hydrophobic
h
cattalysis for DNA
A
straand exchange thhere are observaations in the liteerature that migght be
exp
plained in termss of transition sttates stabilized by hydrophobiic
inteeractions. Theyy include anomaalous behaviourr observed for sstrandinv
vasion by non-ioonic peptide nucleic acid (PNA
A)10 and bulky
threead-intercalatinng ruthenium coompounds11.
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In conclusion,
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straand exchange iss a significant effect,
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in the casse of polyethyleene
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ycol potentially involving severral mechanisticc contributions:
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